The splicing of pre-mRNAs is an essential step of gene expression in eukaryotes. Introns are removed from split genes through the activities of the spliceosome, a large ribonuclear machine that is conserved throughout the eukaryotic lineage. While unicellular eukaryotes are characterized by less complex splicing, pre-mRNA splicing of multicellular organisms is often associated with extensive alternative splicing that significantly enriches their proteome. The alternative selection of splice sites and exons permits multicellular organisms to modulate gene expression patterns in a cell type specific fashion, thus contributing to their functional diversification. Alternative splicing is a regulated process that is mainly influenced by the activities of splicing regulators, such as SR proteins or hnRNPs. These modular factors have evolved from a common ancestor through gene duplication events to a diverse group of splicing regulators that mediate exon recognition through their sequence specific binding to pre-mRNAs. Given the strong correlations between intron expansion, the complexity of pre-mRNA splicing, and the emergence of splicing regulators, it is argued that the increased presence of SR and hnRNP proteins promoted the evolution of alternative splicing through relaxation of the sequence requirements of splice junctions.
INTRODUCTION
Pre-mRNA splicing is a fundamental process required for the expression of most metazoan genes 1 . Defects in splicing lead to many human genetic diseases [2] [3] [4] , and splicing mutations in a number of genes involved in growth control have been implicated in multiple types of cancer [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Splicing is carried out by the spliceosome, which recognizes splicing signals and catalyzes the removal of non-coding intronic sequences to assemble protein coding sequences into mature mRNA prior to export and translation 11 . Of the approximately 25,000 genes encoded by the human genome 12 , more than 90% are believed to produce transcripts that are alternatively spliced 13, 14 . Thus, alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs can lead to the production of multiple protein isoforms from a single pre-mRNA, significantly enriching the proteomic diversity of higher eukaryotic organisms [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Because regulation of this process can determine the timing and location that a particular protein isoform is produced, changes in alternative splicing patterns modulate many cellular activities.
Consequently, the process of splicing must occur with a high degree of specificity and fidelity to ensure the appropriate expression of functional mRNAs.
A critical step in pre-mRNA splicing is the recognition and correct pairing of 5′ and 3′ splice sites. While the 5′ splice site junction is defined by a single element of 9 nucleotides (nts), the 3′ splice site is defined by three sequence elements usually contained within 40 nts upstream of the 3′ intron/exon junction 20 . Spliceosomal formation proceeds through four distinct complexes that can be resolved by nondenaturing gel electrophoresis 21 , suggesting a sequential model of spliceosome assembly that requires the activity of more that 150 distinct protein factors and the U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6 small nuclear RNAs (snRNA) 22 . In mammals, the 5′ splice site follows a degenerate consensus sequence YAG/GURAGU (where Y is a pyrimidine, R is A or G, and the / denotes the actual splice site) 20 that base pairs with U1 snRNA early during spliceosomal assembly. The three sequence elements that make up the 3′ splice site are the branch point sequence (BPS), the polypyrimidine tract (PPT), and the 3′ intron/exon junction. U2 snRNP interacts with the BPS, and the PPT functions as a binding platform for U2 snRNP auxiliary factor (U2AF) 23 . The sequence complementarity of the 5′ splice site to U1 snRNA and the extent of the PPT at the 3′ splice site are used to determine the strength of splice sites. Greater complementarity to U1 snRNA and longer uninterrupted PPTs translate into higher affinity binding sites for spliceosomal components and, thus, more efficient splice site recognition 24 . This concept of complementarity has been used extensively in numerous methods for deriving splicing scores [25] [26] [27] . Given the complexity of higher eukaryotic genes and the relatively low level of splice site conservation 20 , the precision of the splicing machinery in recognizing and pairing splice sites is impressive. Introns ranging in size from less than 100 up to 100,000 bases are removed efficiently. At the same time, a large number of alternative splicing events accompany the processing of pre-mRNAs 13 .
It is known that there are many potential splice sites in the human genome that are not used and form pseudoexons 28 . Interestingly, they occur more frequently than true exons by an order of magnitude 29 . For pseudoexons to be ignored and for true exons to be recognized, there must be more information in a pre-mRNA molecule than the splice site strength. Indeed, biochemical and bioinformatic approaches demonstrated that exonic and intronic sequences contain additional information regarding splice site recognition 30, 31 . Some of these, termed exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs), increase exon inclusion by serving as binding sites for the assembly of multi-component splicing enhancer complexes 11 . Since the discovery of ESEs other classes of splicing regulatory elements (SREs) were identified. SREs recruit proteins and complexes that enhance as well as silence splicing and have been named descriptively: intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs), and exonic and intronic splicing silencers (ESSs and ISSs). These elements are important for selecting between pseudoexons and real exons, competing splice sites, and for the splicing of constitutive exons.
ESEs are usually recognized by at least one member of the essential serine/arginine (SR)-rich protein family while the best-characterized splicing silencers are recognized by heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNPs). These RNA binding proteins appear to be ancestral components of eukaryotic life that are believed to have participated in shaping the diverse genomes that evolved within the eukaryotic lineage. While it is known that other RNA binding proteins contribute to pre-mRNA splicing regulation, the families of SR and hnRNP proteins are the most prominent mediators of splice site recognition. Here, we review their evolutionary history and to what degree their family expansion correlates with increased alternative splicing.
THE EVOLUTION OF SR PROTEINS
The sequence characteristics that define SR proteins are the presence of extended arginine and serine dipeptides (the arginine/serine (RS) domain) and at least one RNA binding domain of the RNA Recognition Motif (RRM)-type [32] [33] [34] . The family of SR proteins has recently been redefined based on the sequence requirement for "one or two N-terminal RRMs (PF00076), followed by a downstream RS domain of at least 50 amino acids with >40% RS content, characterized by consecutive RS or SR repeats" 35 . In humans, this definition results in the identification of 12 SR proteins, now designated as Serine/Argininerich Splicing Factor, (SRSF) 1-12 ( Figure 1 ). Other RS domain containing factors exist that often participate in alternative or constitutive splicing [36] [37] [38] [39] . However, they either have different or no RNA binding domains, or they lack the ability to complement splicing reactions. These SR-related proteins function in multiple RNA processing pathways, expanding the SR protein family and increasing the complexity with which splicing can be regulated 40 .
The function of SR proteins in regulating pre-mRNA splicing SR proteins are involved in recruiting the splicing machinery to splice sites 11, 41 . It has been proposed that the RS domain of an ESE-bound SR protein interacts directly with the RS domain of other splicing factors, thereby facilitating the recruitment of spliceosomal components such as U1 snRNP to the 5′ splice site or U2AF to the 3′ splice site 41 . Thus, SR proteins bound to ESEs function as general activators of exon definition 42 (Figure 2 ). Interestingly, SR protein binding sites are present not only within alternatively spliced exons, but also within constitutively spliced exons 43 . It is therefore likely that SR proteins bind to sequences found in most exons. In summary, SR proteins bound to ESEs activate constitutive and alternative splice sites by recruiting spliceosomal components to the premRNA to enhance exon recognition.
Typically, SR protein and hnRNP binding sites are present within the vicinity of exon/intron junctions, suggesting that the interplay between activation and repression modulates the probability of exon inclusion. In vitro studies showed that the location and frequency of SR proteins or hnRNPs along the pre-mRNA alter their effectiveness. For example, as the distance between enhancer complexes and the splice site increased, the probability of exon inclusion decreased 44 . Increasing the number of SR protein binding sites lessened this effect, supporting the notion that their activity depends on their context within the premRNA molecule 45, 46 .
The frequency of SR proteins in eukaryotes
The intron density among eukaryotic genomes varies dramatically. For example, most human genes are interrupted by intervening sequences with an average of more than 8 introns/gene 47 . By contrast, only ~4% of S. cerevisiae genes harbor introns, most of which are single intron genes. While the origin of "split genes" is still debated, it is well accepted that the complexity of alternative splicing increased with multicellular complexity 47, 48 . Because SR proteins have functionally been associated with the regulation of alternative splicing, it may be anticipated that the number of SR protein family members increases with more complex alternative splicing. As illustrated in Table 1 , this is exactly the case. While only two SR proteins are found in the fungus S. pombe, multiple SR proteins are expressed in plants and metazoans. Interestingly, the largest number of SR proteins is identified in the plant Arabidopsis thaliana, which is known to support extensive alternative splicing. However, classical SR proteins are missing from S. cerevisiae, which also lacks alternative splicing. Instead, three SR-like proteins have been identified in S. cerevisiae, one of which, Npl3, has been shown to modulate the efficiency of pre-mRNA splicing 49 . In general, the species-specific presence of SR family proteins correlates with the presence of RS domains within other components of the general splicing machinery allowing interaction between them.
To demonstrate the significance of the observed expansion within the family of SR proteins, it is useful to compare the conservation of splicing factors associated with the general splicing machinery. The five snRNPs U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6 make up the core of the spliceosome. Each snRNP is assembled with a common set of Sm proteins and additional proteins unique to each snRNP. Homologues of the vast majority of these spliceosomal core proteins are present throughout all eukaryotes ( Table 2 ), demonstrating that the splicing machinery itself is highly conserved and that the presence of the snRNPs and their associated components is essential to support intron removal.
The evolutionary origin of SR proteins
A phylogenetic tree analysis of the 12 human SR proteins indicates the presence of 6 families, one of which consists of three closely related SR protein members ( Figure 3 ). These families are largely conserved among higher eukaryotes as illustrated by a speciesspecific tree comparison ( Figure 4 ). Based on amino acid sequence alignments among several eukaryotic species it was suggested that successive gene duplications were instrumental in evolving the SR protein diversity as is observed in complex multicellular organisms today 50 . These duplication events were coupled with high rates of nonsynonymous substitutions that presumably promoted positive selection, thus favoring the rapid gain of new functions for duplicated SR protein genes. These observations link SR protein evolution to the "classical" model for selective retention of gene duplicates 51 , where one of the duplicate genes is expected to retain the original function, while the other accumulates a number of mutations that eventually conferred new advantageous functions (neofunctionalization) 50 . An SR protein domain structure analysis further demonstrated relatively high levels of conservation. Importantly, the same study did not find sufficient evidence for domain shuffling 50 . Therefore, it is unlikely that the expansion of SR protein families was accomplished by appending RS domains onto other RNA binding factors. Each SR protein appears to have changed on its own with the RRM and RS domains evolving together. Given the fact that SR proteins and SR-like proteins (Npl 3 in S. cerevisiae) are present in most single cell eukaryotes, it is very likely that SR proteins are ancestral to eukaryotes and that these ancestral SR proteins were subsequently lost independently in some lineages. Thus, it is possible that variations among the extent of alternative splicing mirrors the regulatory requirements of an organism and that these requirement differences caused a simplification of alternative splicing in some single-cell eukaryotes 52 .
The RS domains of SR proteins differ in their RS repeat density. From a functional point of view it has been established that a higher RS-repeat density correlates with increased splice site recognition potential. When comparing the composition of RS domains between eukaryotes an interesting trend was observed. SR and SR-like proteins harbor R-rich Ctermini with a variable content of RX repeats. X can be S (serine), D (aspartic acid), E (glutamic acid), or G (glycine) generating diverse R-rich repeat domains 47 . In metazoans these regions display a high density of RS repeats, whereas fungi are RD-rich, and Npl 3 in S. cerevisiae is RG rich. Based on comparative studies this change in RS-repeat density can be correlated with the binding potential of U2 snRNP to the branch-point sequence. The lower the intrinsic affinity of U2 snRNP to the branch point the higher the number of RS repeats in the C-terminus domain 47 . These observations suggest that the emergence of more complex multicellular organisms sparked an increase in the density of RS repeats or vice versa.
Co-evolution of SR proteins and splice site recognition signals
An important question to answer is to what degree the evolution of SR proteins correlates with increased alternative splicing and/or with the evolution of other pre-mRNA splicing elements. Two not mutually exclusive models have been put forward to describe the evolution of alternative splicing 53 . The first one proposes that the accumulation of mutations within splice sites rendered them suboptimal, resulting in insufficient recognition by the spliceosome and, eventually, the skipping of the exon that is flanked by one of the drifted splice sites. This would then require the evolution of splicing enhancers that would allow that site to be recognized. The second model proposes that the evolution of splicing regulatory factors (like SR-proteins or hnRNPs) with abilities to positively or negatively influence the recruitment of splicing components (like snRNPs) reduces selective pressures to maintain strong splice sites, thus permitting relaxation and weakening of splice site signals. The following observations argue in favor of the latter model. It was demonstrated that the S. pombe SR protein Srp2 could enhance the recognition of a suboptimal 3′ splice site, thus promoting intron excision 54 . These results suggested an early evolutionary origin of exonic splicing enhancers. Furthermore, the hypothesis that the expression of an SR protein could activate intron removal in an organism that lacks canonical SR proteins was tested. Indeed, when introduced into S. cerevisiae, a mammalian SR protein was capable of specifically activating the recognition of a weak splice site, thus promoting intron removal 55 . These results demonstrated that canonical SR proteins can promote pre-mRNA splicing activity even in an SR-free organism and suggest that SR proteins did exist before alternative splicing was prevalent. Given that SR proteins were already present before the appearance of alternative splicing and the fact that SR proteins can activate recognition of suboptimal splice sites, it is likely that during eukaryotic evolution the influence of SR proteins shifted from supporting the general splicing reaction to mediating alternative splicing decisions. The proliferation of the SR protein family is then expected to correlate with increasing complexities of alternative splicing, a proposal consistent with alternative splicing evaluations of uni-or multicellular organisms.
These proposals predict that SR protein expansion coincides with changes in the splice site consensus sequence with the expectation that an increased SR protein presence relaxes splice site sequence conservation. Recent computational tests demonstrated that for branch point sequences at the 3′ splice site, as well as for the 5′ splice site sequence, this is exactly the case 47 . However, this splice site signal relaxation is not only contributed to the expansion of SR proteins. For example, changes in the PPT sequence requirement strongly correlate with accompanying structural changes in the SR-related spliceosomal factor U2AF, which binds to this sequence element. Weaker correlations were also detected between alterations within the 5′ splice site signal and the sequence of the U1 snRNA, which base pairs to it 56 . Together, these analyses imply that the expansion of SR proteins and nucleotide changes in U2AF had a fundamental role in the relaxation of the splicing signals and in the evolution of regulated alternative splicing.
THE EVOLUTION OF HnRNP PROTEINS
HnRNP bound splicing silencers occur frequently and have been found to influence constitutive and alternative splicing events throughout the human genome 57 . Like SR proteins hnRNPs are also modular 58 . The most prevalent domain amongst the hnRNPs is the RRM that mediates specific interactions with the pre-mRNA (with the exceptions of hnRNPs E/K, which interact with RNA via the hnRNP KH (K homology) domain). Most hnRNPs also harbor RGG boxes (repeats of Arg-Gly-Gly tripeptides), and additional glycine-rich, acidic or, proline-rich domains 59 . The modularity of the hnRNPs ensures structural variation that promotes functional diversity. As a result, hnRNP proteins participate in a wide range of biological functions. HnRNP proteins are not as strictly defined as SR proteins allowing flexibility in their classification. Here, we have limited our discussion to the canonical hnRNPs initially identified by Dreyfus and colleagues 60 , thus omitting other hnRNP-like RNA binding factors such as CELF proteins 61 , Fox proteins 62 , Nova 63 , or TDP-43 64 .
The function of hnRNP proteins in regulating pre-mRNA splicing
Like SR proteins, hnRNP proteins direct their influence on pre-mRNA splicing through sitespecific binding with the target RNA. This binding is supported by the RRM or the KH domains present in hnRNP proteins. After binding, the business end of hnRNPs (RGG boxes, glycine-rich, acidic or, proline-rich domains) then promotes protein/protein interactions that ultimately mediate splicing decisions. Unlike SR proteins, the mechanism through which hnRNPs interfere with splicing is known only for a small number of cases. These include repressing spliceosomal assembly through multimerization along exons 65 , blocking the recruitment of snRNPs 66, 67 , or by looping out entire exons 68 ( Figure 5 ). Clouding our mechanistic understanding of hnRNP action is the fact that some hnRNPs can repress or activate exon recognition depending on their location relative to the regulated splice site. Clearly, additional functional work needs to be carried out to derive the common mechanisms employed by hnRNPs in modulating alternative splicing.
Over the last years it has become increasingly clear that exon selection is influenced by a number of activating and inhibitory elements. Given the divergent sequences and architectures of eukaryotic genes, every exon is expected to have a specific set of identity elements that permit its recognition by the spliceosome. Each exon is flanked by a unique pair of splice site signals and contains a unique group of SR and hnRNP protein binding sites. The sum of contributions from these SR and hnRNP protein binding sites ultimately defines the overall recognition potential of an exon, or the overall binding affinity for the spliceosome 24 .
The frequency and evolution of hnRNP proteins in eukaryotes
The difference in hnRNP abundance between unicellular and multicellular organisms is more striking than that observed for SR proteins as the number of families and family members is higher in multicellular organisms (Table 3 ). These observations suggest that hnRNP genes were either subjected to more duplications events, or that different selective pressures existed for duplicated hnRNP genes. Ultimately this results in a higher degree of functional hnRNP diversification. As was observed for SR proteins, only one clear hnRNP homologue is detected in S. pombe (Musashi). This hnRNP is conserved across most eukaryotes (Table 3) ; however, it is apparently missing in Arabidopsis. Another interesting difference between the nature of hnRNP and SR protein expansion is the fact that Arabidopsis hosts the most plentiful SR protein ensemble while only a limited number of hnRNPs are detected (compare Tables 1 and 3 ). It is possible that these differences may reflect properties of how alternative pre-mRNA splicing is achieved in each species. Clear homologues of the hnRNP family are missing in S. cerevisiae. Instead, S. cerevisiae expresses Hrp1, an hnRNP-like protein involved in 3′ end processing that correlates with the expression of the SR-like Npl3 69 . Thus, a distantly related gene exists in S. cerevisiae. However, it is unclear whether it originated from the ancestral gene that gave birth to the hnRNP protein family.
The phylogenetic tree analysis of the human hnRNP proteins indicates the presence of 13 families consisting of multiple closely related hnRNP members ( Figure 6 ). The members of each family are most closely related among higher eukaryotes as illustrated by a speciesspecific tree comparison (Figure 7) . HnRNP family diversity appears to have derived from successive gene duplication events. For example, it was shown that the intron/exon architecture of the hnRNP A2 gene is near identical to that of hnRNP A1, in agreement with the "common origin by gene duplication" model 70 . Similar arguments can be made for the other hnRNP families. If Hpr1 in S. cerevisiae is considered a relative of the hnRNP family, it can be argued that hnRNPs are ancestral to eukaryotes just like SR proteins are. As premRNA splicing diversified in multicellular organisms to include more and more complex alternative splicing patterns, a striking expansion of hnRNPs was promoted. By contrast, simplification of pre-mRNA splicing may have resulted in the loss of hnRNP diversity.
Why are there significantly more hnRNP members in human compared to the number of human SR protein members? As mentioned above, the human genome is littered with reasonably good 5′ and 3′ splice sites that are not used. Computer predictions even suggest that pseudoexons outnumber real exon by almost an order of magnitude 29 . Clearly, the generation of such pseudoexons is in direct relationship with the relaxation of the splice site consensus sequence. The more variations within intron/exon junctions were permissible, the greater the probability that alternate sequences existed nearby that were similar enough to provide sufficient binding potential for spliceosomal components. When this relaxation in splice site sequences is coupled with intron gain and intron expansion 47 , a readily apparent trend can be observed between unicellular or multicellular organisms. It becomes clear that pseudo splice sites can easily outnumber real splice sites, potentially causing a multitude of detrimental pre-mRNA processing events. As hnRNP proteins generally repress splice site recognition, it is possible that their presence curbs the execution of such possible missplicing decisions. The differentiation between a real and a pseudo splice site may then be accomplished through the opposing actions of SR and hnRNP proteins that bind to the premRNA in close vicinity of a splice site. Detailed biochemical experiments recently demonstrated that splicing repressors (presumably mediated by hnRNPs) are more powerful in negating splice site recognition when directly competing with SR protein splicing enhancer complexes that attempt to promote exon inclusion 46 . These results suggest that repressing potential splice sites may be the default pathway for organisms with more complex exon/intron architectures. Promoting a repressed splice site to an actively used splice site then requires the additional activity of multiple splicing enhancers.
Did hnRNPs and SR proteins originate from a common ancestor?
When debating the origin of SR and hnRNP proteins, arguments center on the possible make-up of the common ancestor of eukaryotes. The consensus here is that the common ancestor was unicellular, but it is unclear whether it contained multiple introns. Based on the observations that SR-like and hnRNP-like factors are present in S. cerevisiae and that SR and hnRNP homologues exist in S. pombe, it can be argued that both protein classes are ancestral. The commonalities between these factors consist of the presence of the RRM and their modular domain structure. The RS domain analysis mentioned above further indicates that an ancestral arginine-rich C-terminus eventually evolved into the canonical RS domain with variable RS repeat densities 47 . While the protein/protein interaction domains of hnRNPs are not as well defined as SR proteins, they do contain in many cases RGG boxes. It is therefore possible that hnRNP and SR proteins may have shared a common ancestor. Environmental pressures then promoted divergent evolution of functionally related, but antagonistic splicing regulatory factors.
Conclusions
SR and hnRNP proteins mediate pre-mRNA splicing decisions in higher eukaryotes. While their origin is likely to date back to a common ancestor of eukaryotes, their diversification and expansion parallels that of increasing pre-mRNA splicing complexity. With increasing numbers of introns and intron length per gene a significant expansion in the number of SR and hnRNP protein families is observed. Importantly, the correlation between increased alternative splicing by relaxation of splice site signals and the expansion of SR and hnRNP proteins strongly argues for the model that SR and hnRNP proteins reduced evolutionary pressures to maintain highly conserved splice sites. As a consequence, alternative splicing became more prominent, enriching proteomic diversification. Thus, the interplay between the presence of these classical splicing regulators and the spliceosomal requirements for splice site recognition is a major driving force in the ongoing evolution of alternative premRNA splicing. Domain configuration of human SR proteins. SRSF1-12 are members of the canonical SR protein splicing family that is defined by N-terminal RRMs followed by a downstream RS domain 35 . The RRM is responsible for RNA binding, while the RS domain mediates protein/protein interactions. Exon dependent splicing activation by SR proteins. Exon-bound SR proteins interact with components of the general splicing machinery via RS/RS domain interactions. SR protein interactions with U2AF35 (yellow) and U1 snRNP (blue) are indicated to facilitate 3′ splice site (U2AF) or 5′ splice site (U1 snRNP) recognition. The splice junctions are indicated by AG and GU. Evolutionary relationship between human SR proteins. The phylogenetic tree is based on the alignment of all human SR proteins ( Table 1 ). The number above each bar indicates the degree of similarity. The colored lines indicate different clusters, also referred to as SR protein families. The old names of SR proteins are given in parentheses. ClustalW was used to align protein sequences and to perform phylogenetic analysis. Phylogenetic trees were drawn by CTree using the ClustalW output. Evolutionary relationship between eukaryotic SR proteins. The phylogenetic tree is based on the alignment of Homo sapiens (Hs), Drosophila melanogaster (Dm), Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce), Arabidopsis thaliana (At), and Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Sp) SR protein sequences (Table 1 ). The sequence for Npl3, a SR-like protein from Schizosaccharomyces cerevisiae (Sc) was also included in the analysis. Homologues of the six human SR protein families are highlighted in color. Tree analysis was performed as described in Figure 3 . Exon dependent splicing repression by hnRNP proteins. Exon-bound hnRNP proteins interfere with the association of the general splicing machinery with the pre-mRNA. AG and GU indicate the splice junctions. Evolutionary relationship between human hnRNP proteins. The phylogenetic tree is based on the alignment of all human hnRNP proteins ( Table 3 ). The colored lines indicate different hnRNP families. Tree analysis was performed as described in Figure 3 . Evolutionary relationship between eukaryotic hnRNP proteins. The phylogenetic tree is based on the alignment of Homo sapiens (Hs), Drosophila melanogaster (Dm), Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce), and Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Sp) Musashi protein sequences (Table 3 ). The sequence for Hrp1, an hnRNP-like protein from Schizosaccharomyces cerevisiae (Sc) was also included in the analysis. Tree analysis was performed as described in Figure 3 . Table 1 Comparison of SR protein abundance in eukaryotes [a]
[a]
[a] identical to SC35-family homologues
[b] gene names were obtained either from UniProt or www.arabidopsis.org (UniProt-identifier is given in parentheses)
Homologues were identified according to Barbosa-Morais et al 48
.
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Table 2
Comparison of general spliceosomal component abundance in eukaryotes [a] gene names were obtained either from UniProt or www.arabidopsis.org (UniProt-identifier is given in parentheses)
